IT WAS A REMARKABLE RECOVERY. FLASH, FOR ALL HIS FAILINGS, HAD USED HIS POWERFUL LEDS AND ELECTRICAL CONTACTS TO DRAG LAMINATOR BACK FROM THE DEAD. NEEDLESS TO SAY, THE SOLAR SUPERHEROES WERE DELIGHTED TO HAVE THEIR TOWERING PILLAR OF STRENGTH AND RELIABLE MODULE ENCAPSULATOR BACK AMONG THEM. BUT THE PICTURE DID NOT REMAIN ROSY FOR LONG.

THE FLOATING HQ BEGINS TO TILT TO ONE SIDE VIOLENTLY AGAIN BY COAL’S OILY TENTACLES.

AH DAMN IT! THAT HORRIBLE FOSSIL FUELED BEAST IS STILL TRYING TO BRING US DOWN.

COAL AND OIL HAVE COMBINED INTO A HIDEOUS MUTANT. IT’S WEAPONIZED SOME SORT OF NOXIOUS POLLUTION TO SINK US.

BY MY CALCULATIONS, THIS SHIP IS NOT GOING TO STAY AFOAT LONG.
INSPECTOR... PROCESS... WHAT YOUR POWERFUL VISION IS DETECTING.

WHAT? BUT HOW? EACH MUTANT DROP OF OIL IS TEARING THE HULL TO PIECES!

WE HAVE TO GO. THERE'S NO OTHER EARTHY OPTION.

WEtą mlwa pnaa, the probabilité that were sinking is now incredibly high.

THE PROBABILITY THAT WE'RE SINKING IS NOW INCREDIBLY HIGH.

INSPECTOR, PROFESSOR, I STRONGLY ADVISE YOU HOLD ON WHILE THE OPTION IS STILL AVAILABLE TO YOU.
BUT WIRE MESH, DIAMOND WIRE, THEY ARE BOTH BELOW DECK TRYING TO KEEP THE FLOATING HQ AFOAT!

TO BE CONTINUED NEXT MONTH ...
The next sighting of the Superheroes come to life?

After their spectacular appearance at the SNEC in April, speculation has been growing as to where the Solar Superheroes live-act – and their nemesis Coal – will turn up next? With Intersolar Europe this month in Munich, could the gang return to Germany again this year? Or will the lure of the booming Indian market and its growing manufacturing sector see the live act descend on the Renewable Energy Expo outside of Dehli in September?

Will the lure of the bright lights of Las Vegas bring the Laminator, Apollon, Silver Maze, Flash and Inspector Vi to Solar Power International for the first time? Can PV Taiwan entice the high-tech team to Taipei in October?

Be sure to keep in touch with the latest developments and announcements at https://www.pv-magazine.com/features/solar-superheroes/

Check out the latest Solar Superhero live-action video at www.pv-magazine.com/video/